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The Wit & Wisdom of Tyrion Lannister - George R.R. Martin
2013-11-07
This book showcases the best and most humorous quotes from George
R.R. Martin's favourite character Tyrion Lannister, the worldly, jaded,
funny, highly intelligent, cynical, womanizing star of the books. A perfect
stocking-filler for every fan of the books, and of HBO's award-winning
television series.
Dangerous Women - George R. R. Martin 2013-12-03
All new and original to this volume, the 21 stories in Dangerous Women
include work by twelve New York Times bestsellers, and seven stories set
in the authors' bestselling continuities-including a new "Outlander" story
by Diana Gabaldon, a tale of Harry Dresden's world by Jim Butcher, a
story from Lev Grossman set in the world of The Magicians, and a
35,000-word novella by George R. R. Martin about the Dance of the
Dragons, the vast civil war that tore Westeros apart nearly two centuries
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before the events of A Game of Thrones. Also included are original
stories of dangerous women--heroines and villains alike--by Brandon
Sanderson, Joe Abercrombie, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Lawrence Block, Carrie
Vaughn, S. M. Stirling, Sharon Kay Penman, and many others. Writes
Gardner Dozois in his Introduction, "Here you'll find no hapless victims
who stand by whimpering in dread while the male hero fights the
monster or clashes swords with the villain, and if you want to tie these
women to the railroad tracks, you'll find you have a real fight on your
hands. Instead, you will find sword-wielding women warriors, intrepid
women fighter pilots and far-ranging spacewomen, deadly female serial
killers, formidable female superheroes, sly and seductive femmes fatale,
female wizards, hard-living Bad Girls, female bandits and rebels,
embattled survivors in Post-Apocalyptic futures, female Private
Investigators, stern female hanging judges, haughty queens who rule
nations and whose jealousies and ambitions send thousands to grisly
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deaths, daring dragonriders, and many more." At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Winds of Winter - George R.R. Martin
The sixth book in George R. R. Martin's critically acclaimed, world wide
best-selling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE - the inspiration behind
HBO's GAME OF THRONES. 'An absorbing, exciting read ... Martin's
style is so vivid that you will be hooked within a few pages' The Times
Cronicas De Gelo E Fogo, V.3 - Tormenta De Espadas - George R. R.
Martin
Em 'A tormenta de espadas' os Sete Reinos já sentem o rigoroso inverno
que chega, mas as batalhas parecem mais cruéis e impiedosas. Enquanto
os Sete Reinos estremecem com a chegada dos selvagens pela Muralha,
numa maré interminável de homens, gigantes e terríveis bestas, Jon
Snow, o Bastardo de Winterfell, que está entre eles, divide-se entre sua
consciência e o papel que é forçado a desempenhar. Robb Stark, o Jovem
Lobo, vence todas as suas batalhas, mas será que ele conseguirá vencer
os desafios que não se resolvem apenas com a espada? Arya continua a
caminho de Correrrio, mas mesmo alguém tão desembaraçado como ela
terá grande dificuldade em ultrapassar os obstáculos que se aproximam.
Na corte de Joffrey, Tyrion luta pela vida, depois de ter sido ferido na
Batalha da Água Negra; e Sansa, livre do compromisso com o homem
que agora ocupa o Trono de Ferro, precisa lidar com as consequências
de ser a segunda na linha de sucessão de Winterfell, uma vez que Bran e
Rickon estariam mortos. No Leste, Daenerys Targaryen navega em
direção às terras da sua infância, mas antes ela precisará aportar às
desprezíveis cidades dos esclavagistas. Mas a menina indefesa agora é
uma mulher poderosa.
HBO's Game of Thrones Coloring Book - HBO 2016-10-27
Immerse yourself in the world of Game of Thrones through this
beautifully and intricately illustrated coloring book for adults. Complete
portraits of your favorite characters, and experience the dramatic
landscapes and cities of the Seven Kingdoms and beyond. This is a
coloring book of truly epic proportions. Official HBO Licensed Product ©
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2016 Home Box Office, Inc. All Rights Reserved. HBO and related
trademarks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc.
Dying of the Light - George R. R. Martin 2004-09-28
In this unforgettable space opera, #1 New York Times bestselling author
George R. R. Martin presents a chilling vision of eternal night—a volatile
world where cultures clash, codes of honor do not exist, and the hunter
and the hunted are often interchangeable. A whisperjewel has summoned
Dirk t’Larien to Worlorn, and a love he thinks he lost. But Worlorn isn’t
the world Dirk imagined, and Gwen Delvano is no longer the woman he
once knew. She is bound to another man, and to a dying planet that is
trapped in twilight. Gwen needs Dirk’s protection, and he will do
anything to keep her safe, even if it means challenging the barbaric man
who has claimed her. But an impenetrable veil of secrecy surrounds them
all, and it’s becoming impossible for Dirk to distinguish between his
allies and his enemies. In this dangerous triangle, one is hurtling toward
escape, another toward revenge, and the last toward a brutal, untimely
demise. Praise for Dying of the Light “Dying of the Light blew the doors
off of my idea of what fiction could be and could do, what a work of
unbridled imagination could make a reader feel and believe.”—Michael
Chabon “Slick science fiction . . . the Wild West in outer space.”—Los
Angeles Times “Something special which will keep Worlorn and its
people in the reader’s mind long after the final page is read.”—Galileo
magazine “The galactic background is excellent. . . . Martin knows how
to hold the reader.”—Asimov’s “George R. R. Martin has the voice of a
poet and a mind like a steel trap.”—Algis Budrys
The Lands of Ice and Fire - George R. R. Martin 2012
A series of maps to illustrating the lands and cities of George R. R.
Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire series.
A Dance with Dragons (HBO Tie-in Edition): A Song of Ice and
Fire: Book Five - George R. R. Martin 2015-03-31
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BOOK BEHIND THE FIFTH
SEASON OF THE ACCLAIMED HBO SERIES GAME OF THRONES Don’t
miss the thrilling sneak peek of George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and
Fire: Book Six, The Winds of Winter Dubbed “the American Tolkien” by
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Time magazine, George R. R. Martin has earned international acclaim for
his monumental cycle of epic fantasy. Now the #1 New York Times
bestselling author delivers the fifth book in his landmark series—as both
familiar faces and surprising new forces vie for a foothold in a
fragmented empire. A DANCE WITH DRAGONS A SONG OF ICE AND
FIRE: BOOK FIVE In the aftermath of a colossal battle, the future of the
Seven Kingdoms hangs in the balance—beset by newly emerging threats
from every direction. In the east, Daenerys Targaryen, the last scion of
House Targaryen, rules with her three dragons as queen of a city built on
dust and death. But Daenerys has thousands of enemies, and many have
set out to find her. As they gather, one young man embarks upon his own
quest for the queen, with an entirely different goal in mind. Fleeing from
Westeros with a price on his head, Tyrion Lannister, too, is making his
way to Daenerys. But his newest allies in this quest are not the rag-tag
band they seem, and at their heart lies one who could undo Daenerys’s
claim to Westeros forever. Meanwhile, to the north lies the mammoth
Wall of ice and stone—a structure only as strong as those guarding it.
There, Jon Snow, 998th Lord Commander of the Night’s Watch, will face
his greatest challenge. For he has powerful foes not only within the
Watch but also beyond, in the land of the creatures of ice. From all
corners, bitter conflicts reignite, intimate betrayals are perpetrated, and
a grand cast of outlaws and priests, soldiers and skinchangers, nobles
and slaves, will face seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Some will fail,
others will grow in the strength of darkness. But in a time of rising
restlessness, the tides of destiny and politics will lead inevitably to the
greatest dance of all. Praise for A Dance with Dragons “Filled with
vividly rendered set pieces, unexpected turnings, assorted cliffhangers
and moments of appalling cruelty, A Dance with Dragons is epic fantasy
as it should be written: passionate, compelling, convincingly detailed and
thoroughly imagined.”—The Washington Post “Long live George Martin .
. . a literary dervish, enthralled by complicated characters and vivid
language, and bursting with the wild vision of the very best tale
tellers.”—The New York Times “One of the best series in the history of
fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times
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George R. R. Martin's A Game of Thrones 5-Book Boxed Set (Song
of Ice and Fire Series) - George R. R. Martin 2012-09-10
For the first time, all five novels in the epic fantasy series that inspired
HBO’s Game of Thrones are together in one eBook bundle. An immersive
entertainment experience unlike any other, A Song of Ice and Fire has
earned George R. R. Martin—dubbed “the American Tolkien” by Time
magazine—international acclaim and millions of loyal readers. Now this
bundle collects the entire monumental cycle in the most convenient
format available: A GAME OF THRONES A CLASH OF KINGS A STORM
OF SWORDS A FEAST FOR CROWS A DANCE WITH DRAGONS “One of
the best series in the history of fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times Winter is
coming. Such is the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the
fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in far-off King’s
Landing. There Eddard Stark of Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There
his family dwells in peace and comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons
Robb, Brandon, and Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his
bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north, behind the towering Wall, lie
savage Wildings and worse—unnatural things relegated to myth during
the centuries-long summer, but proving all too real and all too deadly in
the turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat lurks to the
south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King, has died under mysterious
circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his
queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel, vainglorious Prince
Joffrey, and the queen’s brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and
wealthy House Lannister—the first a swordsman without equal, the
second a dwarf whose stunted stature belies a brilliant mind. All are
heading for Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change the
course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys,
heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled all of Westeros,
schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of barbarian
Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in the only coin left to him: his
beautiful yet innocent sister, Daenerys. “Long live George Martin . . . a
literary dervish, enthralled by complicated characters and vivid
language, and bursting with the wild vision of the very best tale
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tellers.”—The New York Times
The Art of George R. R. Martin's a Song of Ice and Fire - George R.
R. Martin 2005-09-30
Features lavish illustrations by such artists as Jim Burns, John Howe, Ted
Nasmith, Steve Stone, Charles Vess, Stephen Youll and many others. All
of the illustrations are from book covers, special editions, comic books,
board and card games, concept art, and fan art personally selected by
George Martin.
Heaven's Shadow - David S. Goyer 2011-07-05
The science fiction epic of our time has arrived. Three years ago, an
object one hundred miles across was spotted on a trajectory for Earth's
sun. Now, its journey is almost over. As it approaches, two competing
manned vehicles race through almost half a million kilometers of space
to reach it first. But when they both arrive on the entity, they learn that it
has been sent toward Earth for a reason. An intelligent race is
desperately attempting to communicate with our primitive species. And
the message is: Help us.
Fire & Blood - George R. R. Martin 2021-08-24
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The thrilling history of the
Targaryens comes to life in this masterly work, the inspiration for HBO’s
Game of Thrones prequel series House of the Dragon “The thrill of Fire
& Blood is the thrill of all Martin’s fantasy work: familiar myths
debunked, the whole trope table flipped.”—Entertainment Weekly
Centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones, House Targaryen—the
only family of dragonlords to survive the Doom of Valyria—took up
residence on Dragonstone. Fire & Blood begins their tale with the
legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on
to recount the generations of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic
seat, all the way up to the civil war that nearly tore their dynasty apart.
What really happened during the Dance of the Dragons? Why was it so
deadly to visit Valyria after the Doom? What were Maegor the Cruel’s
worst crimes? What was it like in Westeros when dragons ruled the
skies? These are but a few of the questions answered in this essential
chronicle, as related by a learned maester of the Citadel. Readers have
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glimpsed small parts of this narrative in such volumes as The World of
Ice & Fire, but now, for the first time, the full tapestry of Targaryen
history is revealed. With all the scope and grandeur of Gibbon’s The
History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Fire & Blood is the
first volume of the definitive two-part history of the Targaryens, giving
readers a whole new appreciation for the dynamic, often bloody, and
always fascinating history of Westeros. Praise for Fire & Blood “A
masterpiece of popular historical fiction.”—The Sunday Times “The saga
is a rich and dark one, full of both the title’s promised elements. . . . It’s
hard not to thrill to the descriptions of dragons engaging in airborne
combat, or the dilemma of whether defeated rulers should ‘bend the
knee,’ ‘take the black’ and join the Night’s Watch, or simply meet an
inventive and horrible end.”—The Guardian
Frozen - Melissa de la Cruz 2013-09-17
“As fearless as a futuristic Game of Thrones.”— MARGARET STOHL,
New York Times bestselling co-author of the Beautiful Creatures trilogy
From Melissa de la Cruz and Michael Johnston, the New York Times
bestselling authors of the Blue Bloods and Witches of East End series.
Welcome to New Vegas, a city once covered in bling, now blanketed in
ice. Like much of the destroyed planet, the place knows only one
temperature—freezing. But some things never change. The diamond in
the ice desert is still a 24-hour hedonistic playground and nothing keeps
the crowds away from the casino floors, never mind the rumors about
sinister sorcery in its shadows. At the heart of this city is Natasha Kestal,
a young blackjack dealer looking for a way out. Like many, she's heard of
a mythical land simply called “the Blue.” They say it’s a paradise, where
the sun still shines and the waters are turquoise. More importantly, it’s a
place where Nat won’t be persecuted, even if her darkest secret comes
to light. But passage to the Blue is treacherous, if not impossible, and her
only shot is to bet on a ragtag crew of mercenaries led by a cocky runner
named Ryan Wesson there. Danger and deceit await on every corner,
even as Nat and Wes find themselves inexorably drawn to each other.
But can true love survive the lies? Fiery hearts collide in this fantastic
tale of the evil men do and the awesome power within us all. This is a
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remarkable first book in a spellbinding new series about the dawn of a
new kind of magic.
Inside Straight - Daniel Abraham 2008-01-22
A new generation of aces comes of age as twenty-one of them compete
against each other in a series of tasks and stunts on the blockbuster TV
reality show "American Hero," and John Fortune, son of the show's
creator, discovers his destiny.
A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms - George R. R. Martin 2020-02-25
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Taking place nearly a century before
the events of A Game of Thrones, A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms
compiles the first three official prequel novellas to George R. R. Martin’s
ongoing masterwork, A Song of Ice and Fire. NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LOS ANGELES TIMES AND BUZZFEED
These never-before-collected adventures recount an age when the
Targaryen line still holds the Iron Throne, and the memory of the last
dragon has not yet passed from living consciousness. Before Tyrion
Lannister and Podrick Payne, there was Dunk and Egg. A young, naïve
but ultimately courageous hedge knight, Ser Duncan the Tall towers
above his rivals—in stature if not experience. Tagging along is his
diminutive squire, a boy called Egg—whose true name is hidden from all
he and Dunk encounter. Though more improbable heroes may not be
found in all of Westeros, great destinies lay ahead for these two . . . as do
powerful foes, royal intrigue, and outrageous exploits. Featuring more
than 160 all-new illustrations by Gary Gianni, A Knight of the Seven
Kingdoms is a must-have collection that proves chivalry isn’t dead—yet.
Praise for A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms “Readers who already love
Martin and his ability to bring visceral human drama out of any story will
be thrilled to find this trilogy brought together and injected with extra
life.”—Booklist “The real reason to check out this collection is that it’s
simply great storytelling. Martin crafts a living, breathing world in a way
few authors can. . . . [Gianni’s illustrations] really bring the events of the
novellas to life in beautiful fashion.”—Tech Times “Stirring . . . As Tolkien
has his Silmarillion, so [George R. R.] Martin has this trilogy of
foundational tales. They succeed on their own, but in addition, they
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succeed in making fans want more.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“Pure fantasy adventure, with two of the most likable protagonists
George R. R. Martin has ever penned.”—Bustle “A must-read for Martin’s
legion of fans . . . a rousing prelude to [his] bestselling Song of Ice and
Fire saga . . . rich in human drama and the colorful worldbuilding that
distinguishes other books in the series.”—Publishers Weekly
O dragão de gelo - George R.R. Martin 2014-10-01
George R. R. Martin estreia na literatura infantil com o encantador
"Dragão de Gelo". O dragão de gelo era uma criatura lendária e temida,
pois nenhum homem jamais havia domado um. Quando sobrevoava o
mundo, deixava um rastro de frio desolador e terras congeladas. Mas
Adara não tinha medo. Pois Adara era uma criança do inverno, nascida
durante o frio mais intenso de que alguém tinha memória. Adara não se
lembrava de quando viu o dragão de gelo pela primeira vez. Parecia que
a criatura sempre estivera em sua vida, avistada de longe enquanto ela
brincava na neve gelada durante muito tempo depois de as outras
crianças terem fugido do frio. Aos quatro anos ela o tocou, e aos cinco
montou no dorso imenso e gelado do dragão pela primeira vez. Então,
aos sete anos, em um dia calmo de verão, dragões de fogo vindos do
norte desceram sobre a fazenda pacífica que era o lar de Adara. E
apenas uma criança do inverno – e o dragão de gelo que a amava –
poderiam salvar o seu mundo da completa destruição. O dragão de gelo
marca a muito esperada estreia na literatura infantil de George R. R.
Martin, o premiado autor da série As Crônicas de Gelo e Fogo, e se passa
no mesmo mundo. Com ilustrações fantásticas do aclamado artista Luis
Royo, O dragão de gelo é uma história inesquecível de coragem, amor e
sacrifício, escrita por um dos autores de fantasia mais celebrados de
todos os tempos. "A encantadora história de Martin é repleta de paixão e
poder... uma aventura emocionante com toda a precisão narrativa que
seria de se esperar desse premiado autor." — January Magazine "O
dragão de gelo transborda com a magia e a beleza da prosa rica Martin.
[...] Leitores de todas as idades ficarão encantados com a narrativa
fantástica desta história atemporal de heróis e dragões, da força de uma
família e do amadurecimento de uma garotinha muito especial. É um
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excelente livro para se compartilhar.
The World of Ice & Fire - George R. R. Martin 2014-10-28
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Perfect for fans of A Song of Ice and
Fire and HBO’s Game of Thrones—an epic history of Westeros and the
lands beyond, featuring hundreds of pages of all-new material from
George R. R. Martin! If the past is prologue, then George R. R. Martin’s
masterwork—the most inventive and entertaining fantasy saga of our
time—warrants one hell of an introduction. At long last, it has arrived
with The World of Ice & Fire. This lavishly illustrated volume is a
comprehensive history of the Seven Kingdoms, providing vividly
constructed accounts of the epic battles, bitter rivalries, and daring
rebellions that lead to the events of A Song of Ice and Fire and HBO’s
Game of Thrones. In a collaboration that’s been years in the making,
Martin has teamed with Elio M. García, Jr., and Linda Antonsson, the
founders of the renowned fan site Westeros.org—perhaps the only people
who know this world almost as well as its visionary creator. Collected
here is all the accumulated knowledge, scholarly speculation, and
inherited folk tales of maesters and septons, maegi and singers,
including • artwork and maps, with more than 170 original pieces • full
family trees for Houses Stark, Lannister, and Targaryen • in-depth
explorations of the history and culture of Westeros • 100% all-new
material, more than half of which Martin wrote specifically for this book
The definitive companion piece to George R. R. Martin’s dazzlingly
conceived universe, The World of Ice & Fire is indeed proof that the pen
is mightier than a storm of swords.
Contemporary Musicians - 1989
A Feast for Crows - George R. R. Martin 2005-11-08
THE BOOK BEHIND THE FOURTH SEASON OF THE ACCLAIMED HBO
SERIES GAME OF THRONES Few books have captivated the imagination
and won the devotion and praise of readers and critics everywhere as
has George R. R. Martin’s monumental epic cycle of high fantasy. Now,
in A Feast for Crows, Martin delivers the long-awaited fourth book of his
landmark series, as a kingdom torn asunder finds itself at last on the
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brink of peace . . . only to be launched on an even more terrifying course
of destruction. A FEAST FOR CROWS It seems too good to be true. After
centuries of bitter strife and fatal treachery, the seven powers dividing
the land have decimated one another into an uneasy truce. Or so it
appears. . . . With the death of the monstrous King Joffrey, Cersei is
ruling as regent in King’s Landing. Robb Stark’s demise has broken the
back of the Northern rebels, and his siblings are scattered throughout
the kingdom like seeds on barren soil. Few legitimate claims to the once
desperately sought Iron Throne still exist—or they are held in hands too
weak or too distant to wield them effectively. The war, which raged out
of control for so long, has burned itself out. But as in the aftermath of
any climactic struggle, it is not long before the survivors, outlaws,
renegades, and carrion eaters start to gather, picking over the bones of
the dead and fighting for the spoils of the soon-to-be dead. Now in the
Seven Kingdoms, as the human crows assemble over a banquet of ashes,
daring new plots and dangerous new alliances are formed, while
surprising faces—some familiar, others only just appearing—are seen
emerging from an ominous twilight of past struggles and chaos to take
up the challenges ahead. It is a time when the wise and the ambitious,
the deceitful and the strong will acquire the skills, the power, and the
magic to survive the stark and terrible times that lie before them. It is a
time for nobles and commoners, soldiers and sorcerers, assassins and
sages to come together and stake their fortunes . . . and their lives. For
at a feast for crows, many are the guests—but only a few are the
survivors.
The Taker - Alma Katsu 2011-09-06
“Alma Katsu’s searing tale of otherworldly lovers and eternal obsession
will seduce you from page one. With its elegant prose and riveting plot,
The Taker is as irresistible as the hauntingly beautiful, pleasure-seeking
immortals who scorch its pages” (Kresley Cole, New York Times
bestselling author of the Immortals After Dark series). Combining the
historical, supernatural, and fantasy in one stunning tale, The Taker
centers on a mysterious young woman, Lanore, and an unwitting Maine
doctor who falls into her world, a hidden world that exists outside the
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boundaries of time. In this magical realm, where the predatory use
pleasure to corrupt the innocent, Lanore’s incredible devotion to
Jonathan, her first true love, captures the attention of Adair, the
dangerous man who rules this world, and ignites within him an allconsuming desire to possess her.
CRONICAS DE GELO E FOGO, V.5 - A DANÇA DOS DRAGOES GEORGE R .R. MARTIN 2015-09-15
Edição comemorativa. Novo formato 23x16cm e nova capa, criada pelo
ilustrador frânces Marc Simonetti. A Dança dos Dragões O futuro dos
Sete Reinos ainda é incerto - novas ameaças e novos inimigos surgem a
cada momento. Além do Mar Estreito, Daenerys Targaryen, a última
herdeira da Casa Targaryen, governa uma cidade construída sobre o pó e
a morte. Mas seus inimigos são cada vez mais numerosos e farão de tudo
para destruí-la. Enquanto isso, dois jovens embarcam em missões
distintas, mas que podem mudar o destino da Mãe dos Dragões. No
Norte, Jon Snow - 998o Senhor Comandante da Patrulha da Noite - fará
de tudo para garantir a segurança da Muralha. Para isso, não hesitará
em transformar amigos em inimigos e vice-versa. Traições, revelações e
um fantasma do passado que volta para assombrar quando menos se
espera: em todos os cantos de Westeros e de Essos, mercadores, foras da
lei, meistres, reis, nobres, escravos, soldados e troca-peles estão prestes
a encarar fatos inesperados. Alguns fracassarão, outros se aproveitarão
das forças sombrias que crescem cada vez mais. Mas, neste momento de
inquietude crescente, as marés da política e do destino levarão
inevitavelmente à maior dança de todas.
A morte da luz - George R.R. Martin 2015-10-01
Primeiro livro escrito por George R. R. Martin, autor da renomada série
As crônicas de gelo e fogo e premiado com os principais prêmios do
mundo de fantasia e ficção científica. Desde essa primeira história o
autor já mostra o que o tornaria mundialmente famoso, seus personagens
que não são nem vilões, nem heróis, mas seres complexos como todos
nós. Worlorn não é o planeta que Dirk t ́Larien imaginava, e Gwen
Delvano não é mais a mulher que conhecera. Ela está ligada a outro
homem e a esse planeta moribundo preso no crepúsculo, seguindo em
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direção à noite sem fim. Em meio à paisagem desoladora, há um violento
choque de culturas, no qual não há códigos ou honra e uma batalha se
espalhará rapidamente. Sobre o autor: George R.R. Martin trabalhou dez
anos em Hollywood como escritor e produtor de diversas séries e filmes
de grande sucesso. Autor de diversos best-sellers nos EUA e na Europa,
foi em meados dos anos 1990 que Martin deu início a sua mais
importante obra: As crônicas de gelo e fogo, a saga de fantasia mais
vendida dos últimos anos, vencedora de diversos prêmios, que ganhou a
premiada adaptaçãoGame of Thrones pela HBO e também chegou aos
quadrinhos.–
A guerra dos tronos - George R.R. Martin 2011-12-01
Quando Eddard Stark, lorde do castelo de Winterfell, aceita a prestigiada
posição de Mão do Rei oferecida pelo velho amigo, o rei Robert
Baratheon, não descon a que sua vida está prestes a ruir em sucessivas
tragédias. Sabe-se que Lorde Stark aceitou a proposta porque descon a
que o dono anterior do título fora envenenado pela manipuladora rainha uma cruel mulher do clã Lannister. E sua intenção é proteger o rei. Mas
ter como inimigo os Lannister pode ser fatal: a ambição dessa família
pelo poder parece não ter limites e o rei corre grande perigo. Agora,
sozinho na corte, Eddard percebe que não só o rei está em apuros, mas
também ele e toda a sua família. Quem vencerá a guerra dos tronos?
The Armageddon Rag - George R. R. Martin 2007-01-30
“The best novel concerning the American pop music culture of the sixties
I’ve ever read.”—Stephen King From #1 New York Times bestselling
author George R. R. Martin comes the ultimate novel of revolution, rock
’n’ roll, and apocalyptic murder—a stunning work of fiction that portrays
not just the end of an era, but the end of the world as we know it.
Onetime underground journalist Sandy Blair has come a long way from
his radical roots in the ’60s—until something unexpectedly draws him
back: the bizarre and brutal murder of a rock promoter who made
millions with a band called the Nazgûl. Now, as Sandy sets out to
investigate the crime, he finds himself drawn back into his own past—a
magical mystery tour of the pent-up passions of his generation. For a
new messiah has resurrected the Nazgûl and the mad new rhythm may
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be more than anyone bargained for—a requiem of demonism, mind
control, and death, whose apocalyptic tune only Sandy may be able to
change in time . . . before everyone follows the beat. “The wilder aspects
of the ’60s . . . roar back to life in this hallucinatory story by a master of
chilling suspense.”—Publishers Weekly “What a story, full of nostalgia
and endless excitement. . . . It’s taut, tense, and moves like
lightning.”—Tony Hillerman “Daring . . . a knowing, wistful appraisal of .
. . a crucial American generation.”—Chicago Sun-Times “Moving . . .
comic . . . eerie . . . really and truly a walk down memory lane.”—The
Washington Post
A Dance With Dragons: Part 1 Dreams and Dust (A Song of Ice and Fire,
Book 5) - George R.R. Martin 2012-03-15
HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R Martin’s
internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, the
greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A DANCE WITH DRAGONS:
DREAMS AND DUST is the FIRST part of the fifth volume in the series.
‘Richly satisfying and utterly engrossing’ Sunday Times
The Book of Swords - George R. R. Martin 2017-10-10
New epic fantasy in the grand tradition—including a never-beforepublished Song of Ice and Fire story by George R. R. Martin! Fantasy
fiction has produced some of the most unforgettable heroes ever
conjured onto the page: Robert E. Howard’s Conan the Barbarian,
Michael Moorcock’s Elric of Melniboné, Fritz Leiber’s Fafhrd and the
Gray Mouser. Classic characters like these made sword and sorcery a
storytelling sensation, a cornerstone of fantasy fiction—and an
inspiration for a new generation of writers, spinning their own outsize
tales of magic and swashbuckling adventure. Now, in The Book of
Swords, acclaimed editor and bestselling author Gardner Dozois presents
an all-new anthology of original epic tales by a stellar cast of awardwinning modern masters—many of them set in their authors’ best-loved
worlds. Join today’s finest tellers of fantastic tales, including George R.
R. Martin, K. J. Parker, Robin Hobb, Scott Lynch, Ken Liu, C. J. Cherryh,
Daniel Abraham, Lavie Tidhar, Ellen Kushner, and more on action-packed
journeys into the outer realms of dark enchantment and intrepid derringlivro-o-mundo-de-gelo-e-fogo-george-r-r-martin-el-o-m-garcia-junior-e-linda-antonsson

do, featuring a stunning assortment of fearless swordsmen and warrior
women who face down danger and death at every turn with courage,
cunning, and cold steel. FEATURING SIXTEEN ALL-NEW STORIES: “The
Best Man Wins” by K. J. Parker “Her Father’s Sword” by Robin Hobb
“The Hidden Girl” by Ken Liu “The Sword of Destiny” by Matthew
Hughes “‘I Am a Handsome Man,’ Said Apollo Crow” by Kate Elliott “The
Triumph of Virtue” by Walter Jon Williams “The Mocking Tower” by
Daniel Abraham “Hrunting” by C. J. Cherryh “A Long, Cold Trail” by
Garth Nix “When I Was a Highwayman” by Ellen Kushner “The Smoke of
Gold Is Glory” by Scott Lynch “The Colgrid Conundrum” by Rich Larson
“The King’s Evil” by Elizabeth Bear “Waterfalling” by Lavie Tidhar “The
Sword Tyraste” by Cecelia Holland “The Sons of the Dragon” by George
R. R. Martin And an introduction by Gardner Dozois “When fine writer
and expert editor [Gardner] Dozois beckons, authors deliver—and this
surely will be one of the year’s essential anthologies.”—Kirkus Reviews
(starred review)
The Ice Dragon - George R. R. Martin 2014-10-21
The Ice Dragon is an enchanting tale of courage and sacrifice for young
readers and adults by the wildly popular author of the #1 New York
Times bestselling Song of Ice and Fire series, George R.R. Martin. Lavish
illustrations by acclaimed artist Luis Royo enrich this captivating and
heartwarming story of a young girl and her dragon. In the world of A
Song of Ice and Fire the ice dragon was a creature of legend and fear, for
no man had ever tamed one. When it flew overhead, it left in its wake
desolate cold and frozen land. But Adara was not afraid. For Adara was a
winter child, born during the worst freeze that anyone, even the Old
Ones, could remember. Adara could not remember the first time she had
seen the ice dragon. It seemed that it had always been in her life,
glimpsed from afar as she played in the frigid snow long after the other
children had fled the cold. In her fourth year she touched it, and in her
fifth year she rode upon its broad, chilled back for the first time. Then, in
her seventh year, on a calm summer day, fiery dragons from the North
swooped down upon the peaceful farm that was Adara's home. And only
a winter child—and the ice dragon who loved her—could save her world
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from utter destruction. This new edition of The Ice Dragon is sure to
become a collector's item for fans of HBO's megahit Game of Thrones. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Storm of Swords: Part 2 Blood and Gold (A Song of Ice and Fire, Book
3) - George R.R. Martin 2011-06-02
HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R Martin’s
internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, the
greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A STORM OF SWORDS: BLOOD
AND GOLD is the SECOND part of the third volume in the series.
‘Colossal, staggering . . . one of the greats’ SFX
Acacia - David Anthony Durham 2010-02-23
Ruling from the island of Acacia, the emperor of the Known World has
inherited an apparent peace and prosperity won by his ancestors
generations ago. He's an intelligent man, a widower who dotes on his
four children and it is this devotion that obliges him to hide a terrible
secret from them: that their prosperity rests on the dark realities of
trafficking in drugs and human lives. A man of integrity, he hopes that he
might bring an end to this vile trade, but powerful forces stand in his
way. And then an assassin strikes, a lone killer sent by the Mein, an
ancient foe long ago exiled to the frozen north. Now the Mein have
returned to take revenge on their old enemy and begin a series of brutal
surprise assaults on Acacia. Mortally wounded, the emperor puts into
play a plan that will allow his children to escape, to fulfil their destinies.
And so begins a quest to avenge a father's death and restore an empire this time on the basis of universal freedom...
O cavaleiro dos Sete Reinos (Edição especial) - George R. R. Martin
2022-09-06
Décadas antes dos acontecimentos descritos em As Crônicas de Gelo e
Fogo, O cavaleiro dos Sete Reinos narra as aventuras do cavaleiro Dunk
e de seu jovem escudeiro Egg — que se revelam importantes figuras de
Westeros. Edição especial com novas ilustrações. Sor Duncan, o Alto, ou
apenas Dunk para os íntimos, não teve uma vida fácil. Filho bastardo de
uma prostituta, ele nunca pertenceu a nenhuma Casa, e suas
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oportunidades de vida parecem bastante reduzidas. Mas a esperança de
alcançar a glória não está perdida, e Dunk está decidido a se tornar um
grande guerreiro em Westeros. Dentre todos os grandes, Dunk quer
escrever o seu nome na história como um verdadeiro Cavaleiro dos Sete
Reinos. O único problema é que existem muito mais pretendentes do que
posições disponíveis. A sorte começa a mudar quando ele encontra Egg,
um garoto careca e cheio de atitude que se prontifica a ser o seu
escudeiro. Quanto mais Dunk conhece o menino, porém, mais Egg parece
o oposto de ser um mero plebeu, demonstrando uma inteligência muito
além de sua idade. Juntos, eles viajam em busca de trabalho e aventuras
— sem jamais revelar a verdadeira identidade do menino àqueles que
encontram pelo caminho. Uma grande amizade nasce entre esses dois
heróis improváveis, que persiste mesmo quando, anos mais tarde, eles
assumem papéis centrais na estrutura de poder de Westeros. Reunindo
os três primeiros contos protagonizados por Dunk e Egg — "O cavaleiro
andante", "A espada juramentada" e "O cavaleiro misterioso" —, O
cavaleiro dos Sete Reinos é o livro perfeito para quem quer se aventurar
no fantástico mundo criado por George R.R. Martin e para aqueles que
anseiam por mais histórias de Westeros, dos Targaryen e do fascinante
universo de As Crônicas de Gelo e Fogo. "O verdadeiro motivo para ler
esta coletânea é a excelente narrativa. Martin desenvolveu um mundo
vivo, cheio de detalhes, de uma maneira que poucos autores conseguem
fazer."— Tech Times "Impressionante... Da mesma forma que Tolkien
tem O Silmarillion, Martin também tem sua trilogia de histórias de
origem."— Kirkus Reviews "Pura fantasia e aventura, com dois dos
personagens mais encantadores que George R. R. Martin já criou."—
Bustle "Uma leitura imperdível para a legião de fãs de Martin."—
Publishers Weekly
Ice Like Fire - Sara Raasch 2015-10-13
Game of Thrones meets Graceling in this thrilling fantasy, the heartpounding sequel to New York Times bestseller Snow Like Ashes. This
action-packed series is perfect for fans of An Ember in the Ashes and A
Court of Thorns and Roses. It’s been three months since the Winterians
were freed and Spring’s king, Angra, disappeared—thanks largely to the
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help of Cordell. Meira just wants her people to be safe. When Cordellan
debt forces the Winterians to dig their mines for payment, they unearth
something powerful and possibly dangerous: Primoria’s lost chasm of
magic. The last time the world had access to so much magic, it spawned
the Decay. So when the king of Cordell orders Meira and Theron on a
mission to discover the chasm’s secrets, Meira plans on using the trip to
garner support to keep the chasm shut and Winter safe—even if it means
clashing with Theron. But can she do so without endangering the people
she loves? Mather just wants to be free. The horrors inflicted on the
Winterians hang fresh and raw in Jannuari—leaving Winter vulnerable to
Cordell’s growing oppression. When Meira leaves to search for allies,
Mather decides to take Winter’s security into his own hands. Can he
rebuild his broken Kingdom and protect his people from new threats? As
the web of power and deception is woven tighter, Theron fights for
magic, Mather fights for freedom—and Meira starts to wonder if she
should be fighting not just for Winter but for the world.
House of Odd (Graphic Novel) - Dean Koontz 2012-03-20
Could there really be such a thing as hell on earth? Odd only knows. #1
New York Times bestselling maestro of macabre suspense Dean Koontz
plunges everyone’s favorite spirit-spotting fry cook into his most
frightening encounter yet, in the thrill-packed third Odd Thomas graphic
novel. Transforming a ramshackle mansion into a dream house has
become a nightmare for onetime Hollywood producer Nedra Nolan,
whose newly purchased fixer-upper in Pico Mundo has sent a string of
spooked contractors scurrying off the job, claiming the place is haunted.
Who’s she gonna call? Her friend recommends Odd Thomas, the mildmannered young man with a gift for communing with ghosts who won’t
rest in peace. With his soul mate and sidekick, Stormy Llewellyn, in tow,
Odd agrees to investigate the eerie incidents. But his spirit-seeking style
is cramped by the obnoxious TV ghost hunters Nedra hires to flush out
the troublesome phantoms with elaborate gadgets . . . and a psychic cat.
As night falls and a raging storm traps them all in the mazelike manse,
Odd tries in vain to scare up some lost souls. But instead, something
more terrifying than any apparition—something with flesh, blood, and
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teeth—makes its sinister presence known. And with nowhere to hide,
Odd and his fellow hunters suddenly become the prey.
A Game of Thrones - George R. R. Martin 2003-01-01
NOW THE ACCLAIMED HBO SERIES GAME OF THRONES—THE
MASTERPIECE THAT BECAME A CULTURAL PHENOMENON Winter is
coming. Such is the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the
fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in far-off King’s
Landing. There Eddard Stark of Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There
his family dwells in peace and comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons
Robb, Brandon, and Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his
bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north, behind the towering Wall, lie
savage Wildings and worse—unnatural things relegated to myth during
the centuries-long summer, but proving all too real and all too deadly in
the turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat lurks to the
south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King, has died under mysterious
circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his
queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel, vainglorious Prince
Joffrey, and the queen’s brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and
wealthy House Lannister—the first a swordsman without equal, the
second a dwarf whose stunted stature belies a brilliant mind. All are
heading for Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change the
course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys,
heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled all of Westeros,
schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of barbarian
Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in the only coin left to him: his
beautiful yet innocent sister, Daenerys.
The Mystery Knight: A Graphic Novel - George R. R. Martin 2017-08-08
A graphic novel edition of The Mystery Knight, one of the thrilling Dunk
and Egg novellas from George R. R. Martin’s A Knight of the Seven
Kingdoms and a prequel of sorts to A Game of Thrones “Every wedding
needs a singer, and every tourney needs a mystery knight.” Westeros is
eerily peaceful. King Aerys I sits on the Iron Throne. A ravaging plague
has abated. Yet beneath the surface, tensions linger sixteen years after a
failed rebellion. In these restless times, noble hedge knight Ser Duncan
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the Tall—Dunk, to his friends—and his precocious boy squire, Egg, travel
the Seven Kingdoms performing chivalrous deeds, though Egg’s
bloodline must be concealed at all costs. After heading north for
Winterfell, Dunk and Egg are lured off the kingsroad by a wedding
feast—and an unusually lucrative tournament. The champion jouster will
claim a rare trophy indeed: a dragon’s egg. Dunk, always better in a
melee, would be satisfied with a hot meal, a cup of wine, and a purse full
of coins. But a treasonous plot is more likely to hatch before another
dragon ever stretches its wings. Someone’s on to Egg. And a mystery
knight with designs on an even bigger prize soon throws the entire affair
into chaos.
Winter is Coming - Carolyne Larrington 2017-09-07
Game of Thrones is a phenomenon. As Carolyne Larrington reveals in
this essential companion to George R R Martin's fantasy novels and the
HBO mega-hit series based on them the show is the epitome of watercooler TV. It is the subject of intense debate in national newspapers; by
PhD students asking why Westeros has yet to see an industrial
revolution, or whether astronomy explains the continent's climatic
problems and unpredictable solstices ('winter is coming'); and by
bloggers and cultural commentators contesting the series' startling
portrayals of power, sex and gender. Yet no book has divulged how
George R R Martin constructed his remarkable universe out of the
Middle Ages. Discussing novels and TV series alike, Larrington explores
among other topics: sigils, giants, dragons and direwolves in medieval
texts; ravens, old gods and the Weirwood in Norse myth; and a gothic,
exotic orient in the eastern continent, Essos. From the White Walkers to
the Red Woman, from Casterly Rock to the Shivering Sea, this is an
indispensable guide to the twenty-first century's most important fantasy
creation.
A Clash of Kings - George R. R. Martin 2003-01-01
THE BOOK BEHIND THE SECOND SEASON OF GAME OF THRONES,
AN ORIGINAL SERIES NOW ON HBO. A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE:
BOOK TWO In this thrilling sequel to A Game of Thrones, George R. R.
Martin has created a work of unsurpassed vision, power, and
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imagination. A Clash of Kings transports us to a world of revelry and
revenge, wizardry and warfare unlike any we have ever experienced. A
comet the color of blood and flame cuts across the sky. And from the
ancient citadel of Dragonstone to the forbidding shores of Winterfell,
chaos reigns. Six factions struggle for control of a divided land and the
Iron Throne of the Seven Kingdoms, preparing to stake their claims
through tempest, turmoil, and war. It is a tale in which brother plots
against brother and the dead rise to walk in the night. Here a princess
masquerades as an orphan boy; a knight of the mind prepares a poison
for a treacherous sorceress; and wild men descend from the Mountains
of the Moon to ravage the countryside. Against a backdrop of incest and
fratricide, alchemy and murder, victory may go to the men and women
possessed of the coldest steel . . . and the coldest hearts. For when kings
clash, the whole land trembles.
A Storm of Swords (HBO Tie-in Edition): A Song of Ice and Fire:
Book Three - George R. R. Martin 2013-03-26
THE BOOK BEHIND THE THIRD SEASON OF GAME OF THRONES, AN
ORIGINAL SERIES NOW ON HBO. A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE: BOOK
THREE Of the five contenders for power, one is dead, another in
disfavor, and still the wars rage, as alliances are made and broken.
Joffrey sits on the Iron Throne, the uneasy ruler of the Seven Kingdoms.
His most bitter rival, Lord Stannis, stands defeated and disgraced, victim
of the sorceress who holds him in her thrall. Young Robb still rules the
North from the fortress of Riverrun. Meanwhile, making her way across a
blood-drenched continent is the exiled queen, Daenerys, mistress of the
only three dragons left in the world. And as opposing forces maneuver
for the final showdown, an army of barbaric wildlings arrives from the
outermost limits of civilization, accompanied by a horde of mythical
Others—a supernatural army of the living dead whose animated corpses
are unstoppable. As the future of the land hangs in the balance, no one
will rest until the Seven Kingdoms have exploded in a veritable storm of
swords. “Of those who work in the grand epic-fantasy tradition, [George
R. R.] Martin is by far the best. In fact . . . this is as good a time as any to
proclaim him the American Tolkien.”—Time “Long live George Martin . . .
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a literary dervish, enthralled by complicated characters and vivid
language, and bursting with the wild vision of the very best tale
tellers.”—The New York Times “One of the best series in the history of
fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times
Game of Thrones and Philosophy - Henry Jacoby 2012-03-13
An in-depth look at the philosophical issues behind HBO's Game of
Thrones television series and the books that inspired it George R.R.
Martin's New York Times bestselling epic fantasy book series, A Song of
Ice and Fire, and the HBO television show adapted from it, have earned
critical acclaim and inspired fanatic devotion. This book delves into the
many philosophical questions that arise in this complex, character-driven
series, including: Is it right for a "good" king to usurp the throne of a
"bad" one and murder his family? How far should you go to protect your
family and its secrets? In a fantasy universe with medieval mores and
ethics, can female characters reflect modern feminist ideals? Timed for
the premiere of the second season of the HBO Game of Thrones series
Gives new perspectives on the characters, storylines, and themes of
Game of Thrones Draws on great philosophers from ancient Greece to
modern America to explore intriguing topics such as the strange
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creatures of Westeros, the incestuous relationship of Jaime and Cersei
Lannister, and what the kings of Westeros can show us about virtue and
honor (or the lack thereof) as they play their game of thrones Essential
reading for fans, Game of Thrones and Philosophy will enrich your
experience of your favorite medieval fantasy series.
Roadmarks - Roger Zelazny 2019-10-17
The Road runs from the unimaginable past to the far future, and those
who travel it have access to the turnoffs leading to all times and places-even to the alternate time-streams of histories that never happened. Why
the Dragons of Bel'kwinith made the Road--or who they are---no one
knows. But the Road has always been there and for those who know how
to find it, it always will be! Dizzying in its virtuosity, gripping in its
kaleidoscopic treatment of time, character, and action Roadmarks is a
dazzling achievement.
The Hedge Knight - George R. R. Martin 2013
A young squire intends to reinvent himself as a hedge knight after his
master's death, but the path to knighthood sends him down a dangerous
road.
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